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Stolen Cultural Property: Implications of *Vitium Reale* in Private Law and Private International Law

Christa Roodt and David Carey Miller

Abstract

Legal systems tend to reflect a preference between *mobilia non habent sequelam* (moveables cannot be pursued) and *nemo plus iuris ad alium transferre potest quam ipse habet* (no one can transfer to another a greater right than he himself has) in corporeal moveable property title issues in general. Cultural objects merit special treatment, but comparatively few systems have specific rules or exceptions for cultural moveables. General commercial law rules are readily given extended application. A value judgment is involved in denoting an object as ‘cultural’. When stolen art moves across jurisdictional lines, courts may use the property transaction as a basis for classification without checking whether theft attaches thereto. Choice of law method can elevate legal rules above fact and context on the basis of the broad *lex situs* rule (the law of the place in which property is situated) of private international law. The *lex situs* rule strengthens the commercial imperative as applied to transactions involving cultural objects. This article argues that result-selection is desirable. The applicable law must be selected on the basis of a policy choice in favour of the party who lost possession on account of the vice of theft, and time ought not to affect the deprived owner’s rights. This article demonstrates how the acknowledgement of *vitium reale* (inherent taint or defect in a title to property) in conflicts method eases tensions between private law and criminal law in the art markets in New York and England.

Introduction

In later *ius commune* development,1 *mobilia non habent sequelam* came to compete with that axiom of property law expressed in the maxim *nemo plus iuris transferre potest quam ipse habet*. The policy basis of the former is the perceived commercial imperative that, in principle, the *bona fide* purchaser of a moveable thing, in a normal market context, should get a good title regardless of provenance. The tension between the *nemo plus* principle and the policy position of *mobilia non habent sequelam* is reflected in the range of solutions of modern European law concerning whether and when the prior title of the owner is extinguished or his action for restitution is barred.2

Legal systems tend to reflect a preference between these two positions in corporeal moveable property title issues in general.3 Cultural objects merit special treatment, but
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comparatively few systems have specific rules or exceptions for cultural moveables\(^4\) and general commercial law rules are readily given extended application.\(^5\)

A value judgment is involved in attributing the epithet ‘cultural’ to an object.\(^6\) An objective definition of the term *in abstracto* is difficult to provide, and national laws and international instruments follow diverse approaches. Original statuary more than 50 years old would qualify as a cultural object under Article 1(1) of Council Directive 93/7 EEC\(^7\) on the Return of Cultural Objects Unlawfully Removed from the Territory of Member States.\(^8\) The Directive enables EU Member States to request the return of cultural treasures, but the owner may also institute proceedings in respect of a stolen object.

When stolen art moves across jurisdictional lines, municipal legal systems’ rules about the validity of title transfer are in constant interplay with jurisdictional and choice of law rules.\(^9\) The diversity factor leads to the vigorous contestation of choice-of-law in any assertion or denial of ownership to art works. Who owns art depends on whose law applies, and the applicable law depends, in turn, on the choice of law rule. It is trite that theft encroaches on ownership and possessory rights in fungible objects. However, when property transactions are a basis for classification, the broad *lex situs* rule of private international law responds to commercial imperative, and oversimplifies the nature and extent of the problems affecting the choice of law argument.\(^10\)

Whether the action is prescribed could also depend on the legal system indicated by the *lex situs* rule, if treated as a matter of title.\(^11\)

Strong commercial orientation in the law may leave the cause and consequence of trafficking, including the real vice of theft that attaches to a cultural object, unaccounted for.\(^12\) Courts may use the property transaction as a basis for classification without checking the integrity of the transaction chain, or may consider only the legal rules that require to be classified and not how it relates to fact and context. An owner or a state deprived by cross-border sale can recover on the strength of *vitium reale*\(^13\) and the implications it has for choice of law method. The tensions between private law and criminal law and between conflicts justice and material justice are eased in the art markets of New York and conflicts method

\(^4\) E.g. Dutch CC Art 3.99(2); commentary in DCFR VIII-4:102 n 13.


\(^8\) To qualify for return, the object must be classified among the national treasures under national legislation, and belong to the categories referred to in the Annex or form an integral part of public collections or inventories of ecclesiastical institutions.


\(^11\) A particular domestic legal system may regulate this issue separately or hold a claim time-barred with reference to the law of the court if statutory limitations are considered a matter of procedure.

\(^12\) Study LXX Doc 14 Unidroit 1989 §§ 25-29.

\(^13\) See section 2.5 below.
can realize this potential also in England. 14

1. The Menace of Title Laundering

1.1 The Phenomenon

Title to stolen works of art is easily ‘laundered’ in an inter-jurisdictional transfer that favours acquisition by a bona fide purchaser15 and limits criminal repercussions. A number of continental European states extend protection soon after the sale. 16 Title can be lost because the purchaser does not have to prove the validity of the afore-mentioned transfers, and the position of the purchaser remains unaffected by subsequent notification of a defect in the transfer chain. The lex situs rule and its connecting factor, the law of the place where the moveable object was physically located when title is alleged to have been created, modified or terminated, 17 can purge an object of tainted title upon sale. Compliance with non-demanding good faith purchaser standards 18 and short prescription further enables title to objects of dubious provenance to be laundered. 19

1.2 Winkworth v Christie Manson and Woods Ltd 20

The Winkworth ruling illustrates the laundering of valuable Japanese miniature carvings or netsuke, at a time when these thefts increased sharply. 21 The original owner’s title was extinguished by a post-theft sale to a purchaser who received good title in Italy. The purchaser later returned the objects to England to be auctioned off. When the owner filed proceedings against the seller and the auctioneer, the English court applied Italian domestic law. The court concluded that the acquirer in good faith prevailed over the original owner’s title, even if the moveable was stolen. Italian private law permits a good faith purchaser who bought from a thief or a seller who is not the owner to gain title immediately upon the conclusion of the transaction. 22 The stolen collection was already in Italy when the Italian purchaser acquired it.

The lex situs rule was treated as an ideal rule of international law although the Japanese carvings were stolen in England, shipped abroad, resold and then returned to England. The court did not address the case for a distinction of the carvings based on the cultural property factor. The lex situs rule was automatically applied where the original owner had been

14 Chechi (n 5) 101.
16 French Civil Code Arts 2268, 2269, 2279; Dutch Civil Code Art 2014.
20 See supra n 10.
21 Auction prices reached £125 000 in 1991 (The Independent, 4 August 1993).
22 While there is no presumption in Italian law that the possessor is owner, Articles 1153-1157 Italian Civil Code permit the good faith purchaser to acquire title immediately if (a) good faith existed when the thing is bought (b) the transaction is capable of transferring ownership (c) the documents evidencing the sale are capable of transferring title. DCFR VIII-3:101 n 101.
deprived through crime. The *lex situs* rule governed objects that were transported across state boundaries respectively on the basis of authorities dealing with the removal of a horse and a load of timber. The lack of the owner’s knowledge and consent was considered insufficient to take the *netsuke* out of the general rule. No thought was spared the potential intermediary status of Italian law in the circumstance of the case before it.23

Winkworth would have won if the court had applied English law, because the limitation period on his claim had not run.24 No statutory limitation applies to recovery claims by a dispossessed owner if the acquisition was in bad faith; time only starts to run on the first good faith transfer of the stolen property. Later exercise of rights of ownership over the property of another (conversion) is presumed to relate to an earlier theft.25

1.3 Responding to Winkworth

The declaration made by Slade J that the movement of the *netsuke* was irrelevant for the questions of transfer of title went too far.26 Yet the wider implications of the *Winkworth* ruling for the art world did not alarm everyone.27 A connecting factor that serves the convenience, certainty and consistency required by commerce seemed worthy of endorsement.28 The *lex situs* rule protects the property title in the jurisdiction in which the object was acquired. Purchase cannot be lightly subjected to a duty to make further enquiries into the provenance or conveyance history of an object.

The systemic effects of the *lex situs* rule tend to remain obscure and unquestioned because the rule is so well-established. Nonetheless, UNIDROIT and commentators realized that the mechanical recourse to the law of the last transaction by which acquisition of title is alleged, gives scope to title laundering29 resulting in havens for art thieves and their transferees.30 The *lex situs* at the time of the alleged transfer indicates only if the previous possessor authorized the transfer of the object, and not if the original owner granted or withheld authorization.31 A purchaser need only investigate one law before proceeding.32 The connection could be transitory.

The 1995 UNIDROIT Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural Objects (hereinafter UNIDROIT Convention)33 is primarily concerned with the question of return to

---

23 Carruthers (n 17) §§ 8.38-3.40.
24 Title accrues to a purchaser in good faith six years after the purchase, barring recovery by the owner.
26 At 514B.
28 At 506B and at 513A-B.
33 UNIDROIT Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural Objects, 24 June 1995, in force 1 July 1998; 34 ILM 1330.
the original owner, be it a nation, a private person or a legal person. The *vitium reale* approach finds measured support in the common law presumption of *nemo dat quod non habet* (no one gives what she has not) adopted in Article 3 of the UNIDROIT Convention. In a title contest involving moveable property, this rule gives preference to an original owner over a good faith purchaser. A claim for the return of an object cannot be countered by acquisition in good faith. While its preference for stringent standards of diligence and compensation to the purchaser in good faith do not necessarily detract from a *vitium reale* approach, the Convention does not contain a presumption of bad faith on the part of the possessor in the absence of an export certificate. Moreover, it does not prevent trade that is lawful under the *lex situ* by the calculated mischief of professional traffickers who specialize in the transnational removal of cultural objects. Organized criminals, thieves and handlers avoid jurisdictions that protect the title of the original owner, and launder title in jurisdictions where the *lex situ* rule can support their activities. This technical compliance with one law to skirt another enables works of art tainted by the vice of theft to circulate. If the transfer of title is manipulated in this way, the benefits under the Convention are extinguished.\(^{34}\)

The *Winkworth* outcome would not have been different if the UNIDROIT Convention had been incorporated into English law at the time of the decision.\(^{35}\) If the case had arisen in Italy post 2000, the outcome may have been different though.\(^{36}\) The claim would clearly be international\(^{37}\) in character and the policy that underpins the Convention may have played a role.

### 1.4 Title Laundering Remains Undeterred by EU and Global Instruments

Council Directive 93/7/EEC aims at closer collaboration in the EU but it does not counter title laundering directly.\(^{38}\) Article 5 of the directive establishes the competence of the courts requested to rule on the merits of a claim for return. It leaves the question of ownership to the choice of law rule of the competent court in the requested member state hearing the case. Article 12 of the directive provides that, after return, ownership of the cultural object is determined by the *lex originis* (*i.e.* the law of the nation of origin).

The 1970 UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illegal Import, Export, and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property (hereinafter UNESCO Convention)\(^{39}\) is less responsive to a *vitium reale* approach than the UNIDROIT Convention. Article 7(b)(i) of the UNESCO Convention encourages states to consider restitution to public institutions and entertain actions for the recovery of certain registered and inventoried artistic objects. A stolen object is effectively re-bought after the crime when just compensation is paid to the good faith purchaser from the state of origin under Article 7 of the UNESCO Convention.

---

\(^{34}\) Carruthers (n 17) § 5.29.

\(^{35}\) Study LXX Doc 1 Unidroit 1986 16-17; Study LXX Doc 7 Unidroit 1988.


\(^{38}\) DCFR VIII-3:101 n 135; Italian Movement of Goods of Cultural Interest Act Articles 2, 4 accommodate restitution claims from an EU Member State when a cultural object was unlawfully moved there.

A uniform and integrated world law would overcome horizontal competition among states based on substantive and procedural diversity. This will help to prevent the uncritical application of ordinary business norms to transactions involving cultural objects.\(^{40}\) There is no treaty rule to the effect that transferees of stolen movables cannot invoke good faith.\(^{41}\) Harmonization of substantive law remains elusive. A durable counter-approach must manage global diversity in title issues. Private international law method may miss the mark if the current location of the moveable purges a title from vices when the object transits through a favourable jurisdiction.

1.5 Conflicts Rules and Context

That an object was stolen or removed at some point in the transaction chain deserves consideration.\(^ {42}\) Denial of the criminal context in which transnational trafficking takes place undermines the rule of law. Yet conflicts rules function in the abstract to designate the applicable municipal law, and without concern for criminal penalties. The effect of the \textit{lex situs} rule and decisions based thereon are anything but neutral.\(^{43}\) The \textit{lex situs} rule defers to the relationship between the true owner and the purchaser in good faith,\(^{44}\) while it disregards the relationship between owner and thief.\(^ {45}\) It assigns importance to the time of the transaction post theft, but overlooks how crime affects the very practical human interests.

Legal systems that recognize the right to recover of a claimant deprived by theft, may do so on the basis that crime voids the title transfer,\(^{46}\) or that a ‘real vice’ attaches to the thing until it is restored.\(^{47}\) Scottish private law does not specifically protect cultural objects but it demonstrates the protection of the deprived owner. Flawed title cannot be cleaned by any market transaction because the thief or transferor passes it on to all successive transferees in the transaction chain.\(^ {48}\) While the acquirer always has the option of consulting a commercial, international or state-run database,\(^{49}\) there is a very narrow window for any demonstration of good faith.\(^ {50}\)

Jurisdictions do not necessarily agree on when an object has been ‘stolen’. German law draws a distinction between theft and conversion, with only theft rendering acquisition in

\(^{40}\) Chechi (n 5) 249.
\(^{43}\) See generally Prott (n 15) 268.
\(^{44}\) As in \textit{Winkworth (n 10) 513 C-F.}
\(^{46}\) Article 1 of Decree-Law No. 27633 of 1937 and Article 31 of Law No. 13 of 1985 render transactions in Portuguese territory concerning cultural objects originating in a foreign country null and void when effected in breach of legislation regulating alienation or exportation.
\(^{47}\) D Carey Miller, ‘Title to Art: Developments in the USA’ (1995) 1 Scottish Law and Practice Quarterly 115, 121.
\(^{48}\) DCFR VIII-3.101 n 103, n 130.
\(^{49}\) See e.g. Art Loss Register; INTERPOL; London Stolen Arts Database.
\(^{50}\) \textit{i.e.} where 20 years’ negative prescription is pleaded.
good faith impossible. The vitium reale concept achieves an expanded definition of theft that includes any unlawful removal of cultural objects. It goes some way toward preserving the rule of law. Moreover, recognizing the implications of the indelible real vice of theft prevents safe havens for stolen or trafficked objects from flourishing.

1.6 Choice of Law Method Can Deter Title Laundering

Content-selecting conflicts rules are preferable when substantive rules diverge sharply and an important international policy demands consideration. Recognizing wrongful acts that lead to the displacement undermines everyone’s ownership of unique and special objects. An impressive list of attractive specific conflicts rules for the art trade exists, but short time limitations and difficulty with the identification of the applicable law remain. In practice, national court rulings display inconsistencies. Recovery is not automatic. The alternatives that exist for cultural objects in transit do not identify ‘intermediate’ or ‘final’ destinations of trafficking networks either. There is no ascertainable court to determine whether an object is in transit and the forum tends to apply its own law without checking for what theft may signal.

The easy transfer of stolen and looted art can also be countered by, among other things, exceptions; formulated exceptions; or assessment of the diligence of the possessor during the acquisition. The defence of neglect or omission to assert a right (‘laches’) encourages owners to be diligent in searching for stolen objects and database listings, but they have the advantage of the heavy evidentiary burden imposed on the good faith purchaser.

European choice of law method gives effect to the substantive interests of the law when that law encroaches on fundamental public policy considerations. That the policy limits of the applicable law argument can assist, was recognized in Winkworth. Counsel argued that broad considerations of policy have prompted US courts to protect the dispossessed owner

52 Chechi (n 5) 289.
53 Carducci (n 45) 76.
55 For an early effort to identify such discrete rules, see Reichelt (n 2) 91. Carruthers (n 17) § 5.42 n 111 argues against such proliferation.
56 Siehr (n 51) 75.
58 E.g. the law of the place of destination; Autocephalous Greek Orthodox Church of Cyprus v Goldberg and Feldman Fine Arts, Inc., 717 F Supp 1374 (SD Ind 1989) 1394-5.
59 Carruthers (n 17) § 1.28.
60 Winkworth (n 10) at 501. Carruthers (n 17) § 1.27, 1.46, 3.35.
61 Counsel for Mr Winkworth formulated an exception (at 510F) which the court declined (at 511C).
63 Kenyon and MacKenzie (n 9) 246-249.
64 Winkworth (n 10) at 510D.
whose property had been removed to another state without his consent. Slade J was willing to take the escape route if any Italian provision were against what the English court could countenance. The argument failed because the court refused to accept that the owner’s involuntary loss constituted grounds for an exception to the *lex situs* rule. The duration and conditions of a prescriptive or limitation period may operate as aspects of public policy when the public policy interests of the forum are threatened, justifying non-application of the choice of law rule concerned. Time does not need to affect rights to stolen cultural objects. The dogma of the European conflicts system does not permit a multilateral reference rule to assume a public policy function, but the limits of the applicable law, like classification and connection, inform the methodology.

Civil proceedings in New York are guided by the interest of a particular state in maintaining the integrity of the marketplace. Time has been ruled insufficient to affect the respective possessory rights of the parties. Due process requirements mean that the state in which the object ends up after having been removed voluntarily, must recognize the ownership position prior to the move, but due account is also taken of the provenance and conveyance history of an object. The art policies of the forum mediate the application of the *lex situs* rule and preclude it unless the foreign law safeguards the position of the person who can claim clear title. Theft signals the need to uncover the most significant relationship between the law and the cause of action. The state must be prevented from being used as a marketplace for stolen or looted art. Purchasers must look after themselves. If they have been honest, they at least had an opportunity to investigate provenance.

*City of Gotha* dealt with the English public policy status of the limitations provisions that apply to conversions by theft. The claim was for restitution of the tiny work of art looted during the Soviet occupation of Germany. The tiny painting was located in Russia between 1946 and mid-1980s and, briefly, in West-Berlin since 1987 before being put on auction in London in 1992. The court found against the Panamanian company that consigned the work to Sotheby’s, ruling that a thief who has fraudulently concealed the whereabouts of an artwork cannot have the benefit of a shorter limitation period. Moses J readily admitted that the conflicts method used was premised on reaching the desired result. He recognized that the application of *Winkworth* would be precluded when the *lex situs* rule was contrary to English public policy embodied in the English Limitation Act of 1980. A policy approach notices the vice of theft without fixing on ‘when’ and ‘where’. As such, the location of the painting did not prevent the court from noting that the claim was not time-barred under German law, and that views expressed by commentators on the German Civil Code that

65 At 511G.
66 At 514C-D.
67 At 511 H.
68 At 512D.
69 Chechi (n 5) 103-4; Symeonides (n 30) 362; Lee (n 30) 719, 748, 754.
70 Guggenheim v Lubell, 77 NY2d 311, 318, 320 (1991) (burden of proving clean title rested on the purchaser; dispossessed owner has no duty to search diligently for missing art under the demand and refusal rule).
71 Lee (n 30) 719, 730-1.
72 § 6(2) Restatement (Second) of Conflict of Laws Vol 1.
74 *City of Gotha and the Federal Republic of Germany v Sotheby’s and Cobert Finance SA* [1998] 1 WLR 114 (QB); The Times 3 July 1997 (CA).
75 *The Holy Family with Saints John and Elizabeth with Angels* (1603) by Wtewael.
76 § I.2(2).
77 § II.3 on Article 221 BGB and commentators’ views.
thieves, robbers and embezzlers could not count the period of possession by predecessors to their own advantage as part of the period of limitation. That the German limitation period runs irrespective of whether the claimant knows of the claim or the identity of the possessor, was acknowledged obiter. If the completion of the foreign limitation period rewarded thieves and transferees in bad faith, a conflict with English public policy arises. That the limitation period in German law was longer than the period in English law did not justify subordinating the rights of the dispossessed owner to a possessor in bad faith. Since the exception for foreign limitation periods was not applied narrowly,\textsuperscript{78} there was scope to find that section 4 of the Limitation Act 1980 reflects English public policy against criminal gain.

\textit{Gotha} resonates with the progressive ruling in \textit{Iran v Barakat Galleries Ltd.}\textsuperscript{79} English courts seem increasingly willing to equate the sum of rights of a foreign state in undiscovered objects to ownership in English law and to relax the strict public policy objections to a claim based on state ownership legislation.\textsuperscript{80}

The Court of Appeals in \textit{Mirvish v Mott}\textsuperscript{80} recently ruled that the true owner has a right to claim a sculpture affected by conversion. Yulla, the widow of sculptor Jacques Lipschitz, had gifted it to her long-time companion, who had sold his interest in the work to Mirvish. Meanwhile, Yulla’s son had sold it abroad. Mirvish alleged conversion, which ultimately prevented the relevant period being counted to the defendant’s advantage. The court preferred not to draw any distinction between theft and conversion, and regarded as irrelevant the expiry of statutory limitations to legal title.\textsuperscript{81}

\textbf{Conclusion}

The cause of involuntary loss has a role to play in disputes concerning cultural objects. If theft is the cause, stricter principles ought to apply to protect the owner’s rights, and limited time periods ought not to render an object immune from recovery. Strict compliance with the law designated by the \textit{lex situs} principle to evade another law, has systemic effects in the art trade that routinely support the circulation of tainted works of art. This leaves them vulnerable to diverse national legal approaches. It also challenges the foundations of choice of law theory and practice.

The aspiration to prevent easy marketplaces for art thieves, smugglers and their transferees is critical to any decision on the merits. It helps choice of law method brace itself against the impact of dogmatic orthodoxy on the illicit trade in art, so as to preserve the integrity of transactions for all owners. Several alternative reference rules, modifications, exceptions and formulated exceptions have been proposed for title and limitations conflicts. This article has argued that result-selection is desirable and that a policy choice made in favour of the deprived party is required. Once this functional choice is made, the method follows. New York law qualifies the application of the \textit{lex situs} rule when the dispossession of the original owner was involuntary and unlawful. English conflicts method demonstrates dis-applying foreign law that conflicts manifestly with fundamental principles of justice. A single-method strategy is bound to fail to constrain an over-inclusive \textit{lex situs} rule that amplifies the illicit trade of cultural objects. It can only undermine the support which deprived parties require.

\textsuperscript{78} Kenyon and MacKenzie (n 9) 242-3.
\textsuperscript{79} [2009] 1 QB 22 (CA).
\textsuperscript{80} \textit{Mirvish v Mott}, 18 NY3d 510 (3 January 2012).
\textsuperscript{81} (n 80) 520.